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Won’t you tell me what you re thinking o f
would you be an outlaw fo r my love?
Big Star, “Thirteen”
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And Notes
1.
three days later
shoulder still sore
dull pleasurable
in the throes of ache
like tasting blood
from when it moulded
pre-fired clay
to your curves
the weight and heat
from your body
crashed into mine
restricting Wood flow
my fingers kissed
with a hundred million
cupid pin pricks
breath breaking
only through your lips
2.
as my mouth floods
and my teeth are cherry stained
by the fresh pomegranate break
in my tentative lip
3.
skin sticks to skin
hand to hand to forearm,
foothill collarbones,
plunging lavender necklines
say nothing
tremors shiver
in tropical heat
flashes of distant
campfires
4.
dark and vampiric
tastes of skin pervade
invade
my mouth
your neck
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sweetest
humid and rich
like summer apricots
teeth leaving
Zorro signatures
5.
we are hands and teeth
a million miles o f sinew
twinning and knotting
under cotton blankets
and dock radio lights
beasts or angels
locked together
in sublime embraces
6.
wear
turtlenecks
and blame me
with a slight smite
in your mouth5s
hook
7.
mint cool wind washing
through open windows
frames wMtewalled
against the chocolate orange
interrupted night
dusty plastic smells
creeping
a tongue, on submerged vertebrae
to punctuate
hands in the background
knotted in frustrated blue
linen
8,
words that sauna
the air above pleading lips
crackbolt thunder
summer red against blue
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no pause—a break
ferocious tenderness
growling nocturnal
9.
I ll swallow your words
10.

rolling steadily
almost gently
waves eat the beach
with teeth
whitest under the new moon
11.
two bodies prone
shins slip
sliding mechanically
a flutter of soft blue wings
bellows drive wisps of ghosts
from temple to temple
nose to lip to ear
skirting mosquito netting
and purple polo sheets
fingers weave
have woven
will weave again
berry baskets
smeared with pulp
broken drupelets
blood coloured in half light
12.

two bodies
prone and parallel
arms draped
scarves and feather boas
looking toward a vanishing point
an eye follows the I
to the left
13.
If I stop
right here
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praise her {you}
above Aphrodite
suck breath
slowly so it whistles
through my clenched teeth
shake my head
like a hammed hamlet
show an awareness
a keen attention
to the dimensions and movements
of my body
so I can play it
like a marionette
do you believe
three small words
that drip
from tired lips
when my eyes squint
at the coming corona
14 .

action
is suggested
by brown rocks
islanding a brook
15 .

how many guys
have wrote
this song before?1
before this song
how many guys?
this song wrote
how
guys have
guys
before
many
16 .

your hair
plaits under
1 The Ataris “Four Chord Wonder”
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a hand
17.
empty signposts
aii you can see
are empty signposts
18.
it doesn ’t exactly suck
to be with you
19.
her body
uttsubtle in white
and blue
her skin
silking under my hand
a shower curtain dinging
unphantomed fingers
linger behind my knees
against my shoulder
beer breath hot
washing over my flushed
blushed
cheeks
20 .

a name
on a scrap of paper
tom edges
velvet to rough fingers
21 .
a scratch
13 inches of honey
turned milk white
on a wooden floor

an inch for everyone
in the upper room
longing to touch
reaching through empty space
a scar that won’t leave
forever honey haloed white
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brailed
reminding curled pink toes
how it resisted
new vamisfi
22 .
1 love you
eye luv ewe
I o e ou
baby elephant shoes

23.
dad’s white shirt
hotel linen thin
showing a Mack bra
a net for catching ragged
fingernails
squirming codwMie
shirt tails flagging surrender
in damp warm winds
24.
happily ever after
Buttercup and Westley
lock hands
faeryiaie embrace
before a
silhouetting sun
forever perfect
25.
as you wish
I love you
26.
tasting fluid
and lingering
sticky lips
the flesh of an orange
subdivided
a pip squished
in white teeth
scent tasted
pinprick citrus edge
dulled by waxing esters
drips
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ob.tongue's

corners
reviving yesterday's orange

27.
Aristotle
we Mow through the senses
everything is as we perceive it
fire is hot because it bums the skin
water is wet because it feels wet
a perfect sensuality of science
28.
Listerine kisses
get in yeuf eyes
like smoke slipping slowly away
from smouldering campfires
ashes dawn grey
whispers every bit as hot as red
engorged lips whisker burned
bruised licorice purple
smart deliciously
pressed into grey pillow cases
tasting wmtergreen
29.
goto bed
paw at her
but be subtle
water boils at 100 degrees
wit must be self deprecating
teeth marks
fingernail drag hieroglyphs
watch for the shiver
toe roll of stomach and hips
ear canal exhalations
ending is inevitable
unenviable
words are failures
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30,
beach sand
bone white
slips
through fingers
wind curls
disappears
white nails
sand smudged
inland
31,

flank to flank
curling
everything goes back
is centred
32,
two bodies
prone and parallel
wake up
one is missing
33,
one body
parallel
last night’s crease
vanishes
with the shift change
34,
billy the kid fingers
like in the ondaatje poem
camped
arthritic
bathed in October’s
apple cider
nails blossom pink
35,
narrative structure demands that boy meets girl then loses her only to reconcile in
the third act. it’s Shakespearean, it’s classic, it’s feel good on a Monday morning
Hollywood, and that’s what everyone is after, the cheap fix, happy and expected
in iiioffeiisivc packaging:, after one day you can tell that our hero and heroin(e) are
destined to be sitting, on the porch, honey coloured rockers scceek creeching as a
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beautiful expanse of sun, marigold yellow, slowly dips below the horizon telling
four generations of offspring about the single fantastic day in their lives, no one
gets that day and they want it. or they think they had it but were too stupid, too
scuff white sneakered, to notice and it’s gone, that’s not what I waul three unities
be damned. I want to ignore the slow encroachment of other pronouns and live in
the between of y and I on my keyboard, or to feel my hand squeezed, yielding like
an orange,
36.
scratch that
37 .

her eyes are blue
faceted sapphires
when I was five
my sister had a plastic doll
it wore things my mother sewed
it had blue eyes
her eyes are that colour
her nails polished
hubba bubba pink
chip against the table
surrendering to teeth
hidden in the creamed coffee swirls
caramel vapour trail wood
she says she never paints her nails
your hands
I see them, shake
hummingbird wings
air cool against my thigh
she smiled when she saw me
thin white wrists resting
against the cash register
hips pivoted
she touches her hair
wolves growl at sunlight
I am afraid
38.
needles wander grooves
wander canyons
searching
never retooling to where they were
arcing slowly to silence
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broken only by a blip
paper’s edge
this is a fragment
something 1found
scribbled in my notebooks
lyrics to a song
-without a voice
wanting to be political
but you
don ’i really care fo r 'music
Leonard Cohen in Kansas City
afraid and anonymous
silent movie hero
adored by Hack leather jackets
and Lon Reed
he speaks in absences
grey ghosts that linger in the halls of dormitories
whispering the past iti present tense
I almost loved Suzanne
but I could never remember
how she tasted
39.
I don’t sleep in my bed
not without throwing my arm
across your empty spaces
legs curling behind where yours were
I lay awake at night
watching my life unravel
wishing you were my security blanket
40.
you disappear
under marauding pronoun avalanches
object replaces subject
proximity approximates feeling
she is uglier under fluorescents
less precise
a bootleg slipping out of a pant leg
41.

I insist that you stop the tour bus
why?
because it’s misleading
Is it?
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yes, of course it is
I hope so
but what about the truth?
I hope they can see it 'when we pass by
42.
pick each sock
sweat pastry crusted
and fling it
tattered surrender flags
marred with holes
from death marches under your window
into the blue hamper
43.
a grotto
throat meeting clavicle
catch-basin of humidity
lips gasp and dew
high tension hum
on white turned pink teeth
44.
she dances with an impure smirk
fields of daisies tamed Mack
choking on candy sips
wonder if she means it
is it just a put on?
a cruel joke
mustard gas at a hot dog stand?
porch lights always flick on
at the last
moment
can I be saved
by her father's insomnia
I make the beast grunt
spurs dig deeper
scraping bones as each click ticks
off
window cracks whistle
did I hear some Mother Goose
your voice the night of the storm
lightning split the oak tree
dawn unveiled with a sequined flourish
our initials still intact
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distance spoiled this equation
gravity is the study of attraction
my face in the mirror is grave
empty and waiting for bones
flesh falls away
Chinese newspapers unwound
collapsing pink paper umbrellas
matchstick aims that brushed
pink lips, pink nose
chrysanthemums black light wilted
must get closer
garment hems can cure the blind
45.
smoking a million cigarettes
getting by
orange juice ends and cookies shared with mice
sky blue as an apartment ceiling
shades drawn to keep out stars
your eyes, wolf yellow
Fm choking on gravy lumps of nothing
46.
sleep sweet angel
clouds blow through the night
sprinkle rain on white cornstalks
chased away by the sun
47.
sweet angel
dreams in sepia Kansas
come easier
your taloned finger
strumming the chords
on Ms bronze forearm
48.
I think of the sun
and taste pennies
grimy busts of the queen
the queen's grimy bust
a mill stone on Sisyphus’ tongue
push the same words
you she not me
up inclinations of the worst
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your body tanned brown
golden and gleaming
a new minted penny
found in the pool filter
a lifeguard in red shorts
plumage on his robin breast
puts you in his pocket

49.
against my better judgement
you love me
this includes but is not limited to:
my paranoia, bouts of low self-esteem, penchant for alcohol, feet like crumbling
roman ruins, a tendency to use the word actually way too much, red converse high
tops, insomnia, desire to sleep ‘till noon whenever possible despite the fact you
like to rise with suit and actually eat breakfast and put milk on your cereal even
though 1 find the whole idea kinda gross and disturbing I mean it just turns the
cereal into mush anyway, love of sandwiches, that I’m both a better catholic and
feminist than you even though I’m very protestant and very male, my collection
of Kevin Smith movies, an upper body borrowed from one of the prehistoric
Venus sculptures, lack of fashion sense -wait though shopping at second hand
stores is a trendy and fashionable thing to do I mean the Strokes do it and one of
their dads actually runs a modelling agency or something and so what if I want to
dress like the White Stripes or the Blues Brothers or ffeakin5Minnie Pearl as long
as you happen to be the only person I take said clothes off for and you can find
some crazy cool stuff at value-village, rough around the edges and ultimately
slightly vulgar friends, never having played dungeons and dragons, having played
way too much Risk and Axis and Allies and Diplomacy on Friday nights in high
school, the feeling of my hands on vour thigh or my lips on your earlobe, oceans
of useless trivia, preferring puppies to kittens, “I love you, want a kitten'?"',
attention to personal faults, tuber fingers cracking like dried carrots, calling
everyone a cocksucker when I drive, music snobbery not typically seen outside of
a lack Black movie, that factually and. sincerely believe that Jesus loves me and
died for my sins so I could go to heaven and not just because my father is a
minister and it’s expected of me because a lot ofPKs go bad trust me I know from
experience, dancing mountie hamsters, pronouncing it hampster even though I
know that it’s wrong, having a sibling and saying that you should’ve had one too,
secretly thinking that my sister can be a bitch but making it obvious that I would
hate you if you thought the same, Aww Princess, lean end and win any
disagreement just by tickling your ribs, Fve made you watch hockey, that you’ve
watched hockey when I’m not there even though you don’t particularly like it
unless there is a fight but it reminded you of me, that Pm cheap but come by it
honestly, your parents knowing that I smoke weed occasionally but dismissing it
since Fm a writer, not letting you touch more than two records in my collection
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and even then eyeing yon suspiciously when, yon do, not knowing when you want
to be left alone and choosing those times to be needy but really how am. I
supposed to know when you don’t .tell me and how could you have told me
without cutting me deep, baiting you by commenting on pretty girls, not being
pretty enough myself, coping a feel while we watched Disney movies, the sad fact
that if anyone ever reads this they’ll know way more about our relationship than
you think is strictly necessary and the fact that I couldn’t hide you in these words
as well as you’d like but I guess I never even tried and I don’t see the need to hide
you I want everyone to know for chrissake I’m Moody proud, that cream of
mushroom soup is my ingredient of choice, that I understand why that last
statement can be read as a double entendre and decided to use it anyways because
I found it a little fenny myself, the fact that everyone might be right and I really
am the woman in our relationship, Fm obsessive, I don’t believe in folding
laundry or making the bed, loving women, in leather, that I make complete sense
when you meet my parents, wishing I was more like my dad
50.
metal mouthed feeling
three beers in
sitting in the dark
tomb vapour perfume
enmeshed with an old t-shirt
carefully folded on a couch arm
51.
it’s my bed
but you don’t miss me
sleeping like a puppy
nested and coiled in blankets
smoky with me
the way I smell
when my eyes flutter open
church bells peeling
your mouth’s crooked comers
pushed warmly against the back of my skull
missed you like sleep
fore my heart out of my chest
sixteen times a day
cause I couldn’t remember
whether your shoulder tasted like seabreeze
or if I’d'ever tasted seabreeze
your hair horsewhipping my brazen cheeks
52.
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and you walked into the room, I couldn’t resist, something just seemed to call for
poorly crooned son! songs. You’ve never really experienced Marvin Gaye till a
fat man in Ms underwear sla p it to you post-coitus, at least that’s wtiat I assume,
were you bemused or amused? I couldn’t tell I didn’t know the difference
between the words until I saw Mat Simpson’s episode where Med creates a
bemusement park. 1 watched you. brush your teeth with your finger. My
toothbrush has seen, better days 1 guess, certainly couldn’t have been a concern,
about germs, my lips were rubbed raw and there were little red bite marks all over
my chest. Maybe Fin a tnasochist Or maybe Fm a machinist, cause I certainly
seem to be able to turn your crank. The rattling window sounds like mice coursing
through, the walls. Pve been realty try in ’ baby, try in ’ to hold on to this feeiin ’fo r
so long, and i f yon feel like I'f eel—sugar—C ’mon, whoa, € ’m m . 1 make the bed
around you, question mark curved, the sheets 1 never use unless you’re over
stretch across you like shrouds or veils. You purr, not all the time and especially
not when we’re having sex, bat sometimes you pun*. And the sound rolls from the
bottom of your throat to the top. We are alt sensitive people, so much in love.
53.
she wears her blues jeans slung low
resting precariously on the points of her round hips
cinched and bound there by a thin, white, leather belt
a vanilla cowhide stripe worked with rows of car door chrome pyramids
suggesting generator hums and kid glove softness
if she turns just so setting her shoulders perpendicular to her waist
or if she bends down or over to pick up something, a slip of paper, with slender
pink lingers
the eye can pick up a trace of lace sometimes white or Mack hinting
from above the waist band of the jeans
she may glance back, quickly like a lancet sliding through a butterfly
and her lip may slide over her teeth
just enough to reveal a subtle smile of gratitude or permission
a smile like a finger ©a a word in the dictionary
54.
it’s simple like the colour of Mood dabbed ©a Kleenex
a marfc of stark unerring white contrast
punctuating and permanent
she has a look, in her eyes that you can’t have
gild not because I don’t want you to
your eyes have a weight t© them
a distinct heft I recognise on the back of my neck in a. crowded room
it’s history, the weight of the Gallic Wars and Prairie homesteaders
a good soap on a Mastery January day with the dog lying across your feet
moist and rich and deep, the weight o f good, topsoil
she’s fleeting
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eyes blue and cold like March’s last lake ice
a flesh wound, not a mortal Mow
the firecracker flash of &meteor shower
hummingbird wings
55.
I want to hear your fav’rit record
I want to drink your fav’rit wine
I want to suck your fav’rit candy
1 want yon to enjoy mine
REFRAIN
oh baby baby
oh baby baby
oh baby baby
baby baby enjoy mine
I want to eat your fav’rit dinner
I want to see your fav’rit movie
I want to be your fav’rit actor
I want you. so sue me
REFRAIN
I want to write you a poem
I want to read your fav’rit book
I want to make your fav’rit breakfast
too bad I can’t cook
REFRAIN
56.
What do you call that guitar string of skin holding the lip to the gums?
a mendeison tether
pretend not to know she made the word up
don Vnotice the little earthquakes o f laughter rippling the ribs o f her shirt
she wants this played jury box straight
I expected something more nautical, salty, it’s the body part o f a sailor
would you prefer to call it the Othello?
He wasn’t a sailor
he was a moor
her chin moves, a mouse under the carpet
she strums her mendelson tether with her tongue 's intelligent pink tip
burrowing like a worm, it holds back the laughter
a tongue, a dutch boy with his finger in a dyke
Tell me dear, who was Mendeison?
a seventeenth century composer who, by accident of birth, was bom without that
bit of skin
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Tragic, but why rein the name to an absent tether?
ruptured with dimples and smiley fault lines, her face has angler’s
eyebrows
barb hooked and steady with an innocence that can only be guilty
her legjerks and kicks the mattress, she's running out o f time to set the
hook
to keep his teeth form being exposed to the elements, he sewed his lips to Ms
gams
A tether
watch as her head is enveloped by the pillow
her ribs heave and retract tike uneven machine gim fire
even muffled her laughter ripples and tears
Liar
yes, but you want it that way
57.
1 wanted you tonight
tight against me
nuzzling at my neck
pouring your hot breath into my ear
a tea slurping sound
and my hand curling or flattening
sweeping the plains, plowing the furrows
exploring, a bold Cartier or Erik the Red, foothills and hedgerows
but you
when I needed you
like Romeo needed Juliet
Adam needed Eve
David needed Raflisheeba
you were watching movies with your Daddy
and I had to make due without
58.
the shop glass
coo! against my palms lint sweaty from jacket pockets
unerringly mists over with windshield fog
and I most wipe it away quickly
or else lose my bearings
the evergreen, of your smock
brings out the colour of your eyes
59.
your aunt wants us to get married and have babies
soon
your grandmother agreed and called me the preacher’s boy
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Iam
my mother is allowing as to share a bed back home
a policy shift
I place the side of my face between the shelves o f your shoulder blades
mute
60.
when I used to ask you were non-committal
shrugging me off
my words running down your shirt, raindrops that wouldn’t stick
setting the diary into a box
between &red satin teddy bear and &box of crayons
its black cover looking so grown up and serious
a long night
nestled with sepulchre seriousness
pausing between scarlet sunset and golden dawn
you open it briefly
sweeping your eyes over me as your finger sweeps over my name
one last time
61.
dangerously young
a lipstick bullet in her soldier’s t e d s to prove it
dipping into the mirror
velvet teen traces shatter illusions quicker than broccoli
she surveys a territory o f eggshell and aquamarine
a general with jittery guard dogs in place of eyes
her smile is a rifle and she is a marksman
we’re slow and obvious
blaze orange skeet
62.
knee high white socks and a notoriously short Mack watch kilt, a thrift store clash
t-shirt bought two sizes too small that bulges deliciously and refuses to leave the
colour of her fuchsia bra to the imagination size 8 bowling shoes—red, white and
blue—lifted or traded, depending on who you ask, for a pair of wont out saddle
shoesJu st like the oa.es on the cover of Lolita, aid Barbie shoelaces found in the
back of a closet and worn without a shred of irony, a calculator wristwateh and a
rainbow of plastic bangles. veuding-atacMite barrettes coloured a pastel robin’s
egg and stamped with cartoon birds, and bettie paige t e g s displaying razoredged geometry, a yellow canvas shellbag bought at the army surplus store with a
Nerf Herder badge stitched to its side with cinnamon dental floss and a button of
thriller-em Michael Jackson with a preter-natural white toothy grin nestled
between Che and the crossed-out swastika, stained glass angel wings tattooed on
her back which she acquired, according to myth, during a particularly intense
though brief goth faze at 18 after watching all the crow movies 8 times in a single
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weekend, but which actually symbolize a private spirituality never talked about in
pubic peeking out of tie bottom of her t-sliiit, and a small plain cross inked on
the inside of her left wrist as a memorial to a friend, hair dyed black to match her
glasses and black buddy-hoily glasses to match her hair.
63.
she drums on the steering wheel
not with little fingernail taps
cautious about hitting every third beat
think John Bonham or Moon the Loon
arms flailing
pounding everything
even phantom beats suggested at the subsonic'level
into the grey vinyl steering wheel
only opening her eyes to swerve
64.
you’re leaving in a week
keep telling me about how I can shop your apartment
fill my car with your cast off dry goods
cooking oil and flavoured pasta
things I won’t eat but have to take
the heavy smells of baking
yeast pulling sharply at my nose
yam phantom perfumes
an aftertaste lingering after you’ve been cleansed from, my pallet
a dusty piece of -rotirri laying on Its side
sunning itself like an elephant seal
■65.
we live in pronouns
mushroom -cap smurf houses
comfortably familiar as unwashed sheets
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66.
and she puts her hand on my back
frozen like a woodcut of the lives of saints
laying hands to draw sin out
■there is no dentist office Listerine smell
or orthopedic white shoes
she smells just like a wet Easter
her fingernails a row of hot teeth,
purchasing community on my spine’s canyon
reminding me 1 don’t suffer from sciatica
67.
people ask if it’s serious
lips robbery and slack
diamonded by a slick of spittle
anticipating answers predicated by hip thrusts
slow steady lurches in the dark
a fear of going to the movies alone
brows stoop like question marks
grocery bag noses sag
flushing with rum heat for the twinkle of my eye
when I answer
we’ve laid is tie dark
giving the children horribly ethnic names
Liam and Eowyn and Anya
fighting over my patriarchal right to name a child Yoda
61
This has come so far. 1 really didn’t think it would. Things were tied down in the
beginning. Pronouns were fixed and static. Subject positions were comfortably
inhabited, fa short, things were autobiographical or at least dose to it Maybe. If
I’d used names, real ones, where would we be? Everything changes when you
read these words aloud Do you become me? Perhaps. Perhaps you coal'd tel! a!!
your friends what Pm on about or maybe what you’re on about when you play
with Lego and try to build tilings that aren’t on Ac box. I never built what was on
the box. 1 read the English Patient,! femw that the desert is always shifting and
changing. I knew that before I read the English Patient or before that book was a
movie but that doesn’t matter ‘cause I’ve never seen the movie. In the beginning
was you and me. Me and the girl. It’s always me and the girl, just sometimes the
girl changes or the me changes too 1 guess. In the beginning are words, and words
were with God and words are God' because we don’t know any other way to
explain. This has gone so far, but the end is nowhere in sight.
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69.
hs be he
70.
tonight I cried
during an adam sandier movie
what the hell is wrong with me
71.

the highway opens like a book
forcing the car between the lines
into subtexts dusty slate like chalk on your teeth
eyes relaxing into long paragraphs broken by the horizon
you passed this way yesterday
maybe stopping at the Tim Horton’s near Tilbury
a piss and a coffee
pond hockey Christmas tree cup pot-hole sloshing
leaving a caramel coloured stain next to the gearshift
you wiped it away before I woke up and passed the same rest stop
oae hundred and thirty four kilometres an hour
reckless is a term best left to police discretion
the underside of a tractor-frailer looming with menace
six feet to fee right o f my skull,
a patch of black ice could reduce the distance to inches
sharp stutters, o f my wrist will reduce it further
we’re under fee influence of blacktop and black coffee
a chessboard scarf on the passenger seat: yours
alcofeol is a critical ingredient in perfume
.72.
slicked cofiseblack
glazed with rain
in summer this is late afternoon
sow a city a sea lion
sound asleep
no yellow smoke muzzling car windows.
radio drowning
a sound, the tires swish Mowing on soup
snorting a sniffle
stifling
a story of video rental habits
tears at a Polaroid commercial

a pause
arose
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s.
a ml a phone somber scribbled
on gensais shaped paper
area codes that weren’t always long distance
73 .

In tk<ef«hire maybe, no king beds
a queen maybe
it’s too big ifJ want to hug you
or nudge you so you stop snoring
74.
site said:
your lips dead free tasting
sexy like flannel night shirts
a tongue picking hemes of water
hitchhiker burrs in red scrub stubble
75.
she said, “Scotch
actually tastes good on your lips,”
as her tongue lifted a drop ofbooay water
caught in three days of red stubble
from my upper lip
76 .

a humidity curled photograph
masking taped to the wall
memento mori
your aquamarine and coral necklace
now foresting dust on the night stand
from tbs couch
kikoy with glasses
a universe, shrinking
fading like graffiti
77 .
bedspring lancets
didn’t bleed, my thigh, just dug a chunk out
smaller than a peanut
fussing will make it sear
think I’ll fess, it’s cheaper than a tattoo
mine’s on the right
which side is yours on?
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78.

“Jo; addition, the outline should indicate what methodological approach will be
taken [la our case it was Spkkr-M an sad BeowutfTh&ts all I had. I’m not
particularly good looking or rick, and hear those are important. Maybe I should’ve
tried singing, people have told me that I have a lovely voice, but Tin not sure if
that would’ve bad the same effect Outside of musicals people rarely just break
into song, and you have to really know a girl before yen can serenade her
anyways} This section should also justify the approach by giving some [anecdotal
or locker room type] insights the study hopes to uncover by the employment of
this methodology,”2
79.
nervous slivers of yellow light
from a peeping tom streetlamp
pierce mud brown hotel drapes
and fall with the taxicab horns on the grey carpet
Conning watery isosceles triangles on the floor
night touches everything with a blue patina
his skin: rippling blue while shadows
water moving at night over rocks
hard defined banks constrained only by fingertips
gasps the sounds of rapids
only your hair and, the black bra swooning over the chair’s arm
truly whisper night and jet
fingerpriots are wiped away
obliterated by a rustle of blankets
footsteps in Che hall
a same permanently wiped from lips
with a sweep of the arm when the light comes on
you leave nothing in the room
but a bra swooning over the chair’s ami
asserting night’s hidden jet face
80.
key
I ju st needed to hear the sound o f your voice
set a place at the table fo r you tonight
my mom had to point out that you weren’t here
i,m ’i that silly
you were the last one to wear my sweater.
the really warm one, the black one with RAMONES stencilled in red on the front.
1 wore it today.
s From “Application M onastic® for Scholarships mat Fellowships,’’ Uiiivsrsaty of Calgary (2003).
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it was so cold, ice pellets hung from the curls escaping from under my toque. I
looked like a student at a rabbinical school.
I pulled the hood up to keep the wind off my cheeks, I could still smell your soap,
lilacs and sandalwood.
always, you always put that sweater on right after you got out o f the shower,
sometimes it's all you would put on, you’d sit in the chair and grin at me, a smile
straight out of a stone®’ song. I can remember tasting that soap on the humid skill
o fyour s e c t
I dropped to the curb, sat in the snow,
cried, missed you.
isn't that silly.

81.
a Miymaid’s tongue has a rose petal’s waxy velvet texture
she uses it to drip golden honey pearls into a man’s ear
this makes tem euphoric, Ms movements slow
comparable to a drunk in water, so I've been told
in Ms impaired state her willowy pale arms draw him beyond the briar
they stagger past the ancient stone gates o f the fiiery fort,
she kisses Ms cheek and he notices that everything km a dreamy quality—a
shimmer
then; she’ll take him deep into her bower and no one will ever hear from him again
some have suggested though, that die men may return
and if you look into the eyes o f dogs and horses you’11see men spumed,
abandoned by their fairywives who missed their maidenhood
but such is the talk of old men.
my father once told me when I was very young
that my great, great, great, great, great grandfather saw a leprachaun
sitting on a rock watching him work the field
and I wonder, as 1 find you conspicuously absent from my bed,
if maybe the fairyfolk are also capable o f migration
and maybe he wasn’t the only Cox to meet one o f the sidhe
but such is the talk o f lonely men.
82.
she’s stretched across the Empire Strikes Back comforter at the foot of her bed,
her head dangling over the edge, site bops her head from side to side to the
music—-a single she stole from her mom’s record collection, Question Mark and
the Mysterians "96 Tears,” sounding strangely like sleater-kinney when played at
volume extremes—revealing that her black bob is swpraitigiy long and
conspicuously hip. her feet, bare feet, sway to the music too. she never wears
socks, only once have I seen her wear socks, it was a sticky July day and she
borrowed my army surplus combat boots and had to wear four pairs of socks so
the boots wouldn't clunk off as she walked, the sole of her foot that day was
shrivelled and white, a church parking lot after a snowstorm, normally they are
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pink, the colour o f Piglet or hubba-bubba ads I remember seeing in marvel
comics in 1983. name a poem after my left foot Call it pinky. 1 almost don’t hear
her. no. I hear her, but it doesn’t quite register. I feel sublimated or
suMiiaiiialated, like she planted a suggestion to worship satan on the side of an
oreo and I have a sudden desire to write letters to Anton LaVey and dress like
Afeister Crowley, it’s a sniprisiiigly intimate request you can’t just write poems
about other people’s bodies, well, o f course, you can and I have, but what I mean
is that you can’t just write a poem about someone’s knee for example without
having some kind o f deep emotional, fascination with that faiee. Williams said no
images but in things, and what kind of images cm I find in her foot and what kind
of tilings am in those images. I’m waiting for the smile, things like this are always
followed by the smile, the one she uses to suck the air out o f balloons and any
latent sexual tension—since it’s there hanging in the air like gravity, but unlike
gravity I can’t deny it exists—ftom the room, there is no smile, there is a smile, it
isn’t the smile, gotta change the record, what’s the b-side, I can’t remember, tester
bangs said that this was the song, well tMs and “sister m y ” what smile is that?
One time, three Septembers ago I think, she smiled, at Mike Vanderluni because
she wanted to disappear with Mia for awMfe m i. there were suggestions and
rumours o f oral affection, bat that smile was markedly different from this one. oh
god, when, did it get so hot in here. I can: feel a bead o f sweat slide down my face
m i hang m the tip of my nose, she isn’t sweating, she’s rolling oyer, a poem,
named after tier foot, why a poem named after te r foot, tier left foot she has a toe
ring on that foot, on the little pig©- who stayed home, it has a chip of amethyst in
it, her eyes look like they have c h ip of amethyst m them, when did I notice feat?
why did I notice that? eyes the colour of distant mountains, blue hinting at purple.
It’s not like we’ve ever shared &moment -well, maybe once years ago, bat it was
silent and brief, fleeting really, but it wasn’t really a moment, she was wearing a
short black Chinese dress s a l 1 wore a blue suit that was my grandfather’s before
he died. I found a church bulletin—with morning glories and a red-winged
blackbird on: the cover—in the Inside pocket' m i we locked eyes, a pixies song
was playing, “gigantic.” we locked eyes and I thought of snow globes, why do I
remember this? she’s still looking at me. 1 haven’t said a word. I haven't
responded a poem, a poem, a poem, she doesn’t even read poetry, thinks it’s too
bourgeois, reads ©Id pulps and westerns exclusively, occasionally she reads NME,
finds the british hilarious, oh god, what’s going on? I think 1’nt going to die. she’s
resting her head on te r hands, cradling i t an eyebrow is raised, anticipating, she’s
waiting for me to speak. Ym holding a pen and a notebook, my pen and my
notebook, it’s almost as suggestive as the way her left foot dangles over her ass as
she watches me. i f s bobbing anti swaying, dancing, something out o f a Frankie
and Annette movie, sexy without being slctty. she couldn’t be slutty, no girl who
owns an x-ray spex album can be slutty . she got the toering on te r sixteenthbirthday, a gift from- her aunt, she wore only sandals for three weeks and scrubbed
tier feet obsessively, well, one of those days she wore m&ry-jmes bat it was
raining, made me go- to the beach a tot those three weeks. I had- my license m i
she wasted to walk barefoot in the sand. I always drove her, I had my license and
she didn’t said she didn't need to get if she had: me and I had fay license, took
her three years to get te r license, on road tr ip she drives barefoot. I have a©
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choice, Fve already done it someone will read this years from now and think we
became lovers or that we were lovers before hand, a boy in a borrowed soil and a
girl with snowglobe eyes,
83.
as you bite my cheek
yon smile and call me ted
dewdrop sweat
beading on your red sunset forehead
84 .

I dreamt about her
sitting on my lap
kissing my cheek, my neck
like a familiar lover among friends
eyes so blue, something out of a country song
fingers trashing her hail away
my fingers
and comfortable laughter
bedroom laughter
heard in a doorway
pulled to &Mss by lapels
85.
prove your love
steal Beowulf
from the british library
and bum it
86.
We’d be comfortable
her and I
best friends with benefits
a pair of cats
curled round each other on a la»z»boy
too content to move
fiery as lukewarm tap water
87.
I said hm is a semicolon
but ummmhummm was an exclamation point
Yon said that you didn’t care for the erotics of language
preferring instead, m embodied erotic
as your fingers navigated my cheeks and shoulders
I said that I am. the erotics of language
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leaning in slowly, a smooth and steady motion
preparing to demonstrate language’s root
in a nimble lingua
88.
she looks up at me through silver-spangled sunglasses
pig-taiis, red tip , tight green vintage tee, seductively angled eyebrows and lushes
the bus is crowded* over fell of tired clock punchers and pinch toed clerks
there is a smile on her lips, an invitation proffered as you sit down
I say to her as much as you feat P i stand, my hand tightening on chrome
but you slide next to her and I have to settle into the plastic well o f the seat
If s too crowded to talk,, though some do anyway, so I gaze out the front window
counting the store fronts home, noticing fee behemoth in the football jacket stir
uneasily
across the aisle is a couple wife a baby, ball-bearing eyes intent as he Wows
Xanadus
his mother sg p to no ope in particular, b it maybe the child's father or maybe to

me
he‘s staring at ike girls, can’t help it been that way since he got here.
a spit W fete pops, the baby doesn't stir, doesa’t m ewl doesn’t mark the ringing
of my hands
in his spit bubble Xanadus I’m watching too, four legs crossed, two pairs of
glasses
then the bus passes fee strip club and massage parlour, jerking to a halt
you and I stand and disappear down a sidestreet, saying nothing at first
then you hug my arm and I comment feat fee street was named for the Hero of
Waterloo
m.
I’m worried
I think that I may have forgotten
bow to write poems
since I noticed your winter coat
no longer drapes itself elegantly
wife a hepbum-feetrich-hepbum iybridity
across the broken, end of my couch
flowers seem less fluorescent
heavy hanging heads
fringing with rust and brown
since your makeup bag
a cherry blossom matrix
hiding only yow best weapons
disappeared quietly
from the toilet tank’s top
I’ve been reading Wordsworth
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Shelley and Byron m my nightstand
a couple Rossettis and a Swinburne
splaying pages in the bathroom
none o f it makes much sense
swells or overflows
holds any more content than a condom wrapper
any more portent
that the overflowing contents
of a neglected wasfepaper basket
since I noticed your reading glasses
aren’t refracting on mv coffee table
I’m hollow and muted
a taxidermist’s rooster
since you’ve gone
The Globe & Mail classifieds scan better
read better
sound bitter
I pulled my muse from the trunk
and dropped it
at your feet
on the train station’s grey tarmac desert
90.
she loved Big Star
sang thirteen in the shower
load and in a key of her own design
asking me if Pd be an outlaw for her love
with a pink terry doth turban
aid she had a scar
she smoked camels
only bought $©%»cks
to rollup in the sleeves o f white t-.shirts
filling Campbell’s Chicken Noodle soup cans
beside the green lawn chair on my porch
with red lipstick limned bafts
and she had a scar
she ate nothing but KX>
or the occasional filet ©’fish and a shake
bat never gained a pound
always giggled as I counted her ribs
slender but not skeletal
and she had a scar
she had a tattoo
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a smiling crescent moon
on tie nape o f her neck
made me'hold her hand while she got it
humming the Battle Hymn of the Republic
and she had a scar
site wore a german army jacket
said olive drab brought out her eyes
theft would bat her lashes
pulling the jacket tight around her
later I’d fish maple leaves and detritus from her hair
aad she had a scar
you’ve sever heard o f Mg star
you don’t smoke
you can cook and spend hours in the kitchen
m tattoos are hidden under clothes
and a fashion plate such as yourself never wears army surplus
but you do have a scar
91.
you cradle me
an arm round my hip
another oak strong up my back
its hand crossing my ear
ending in the thatch of my hair
stroking
whispering platitudes and meaning them
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Lalfibii
fo r baypay
afahh
{this is where M should fee. I enjoy M. The French don’t use it anymore, neither
do we. ash, ashes to ashes, dust to dust)
bay
say, (You look pretty good, to
day
eh
eff
(eff is for fraggle)
jhay
osh (kosh b’gosh, omigoshl)
,£3i£&

«E gStTS.

vC yvvw

jiii
kaw

(crows are French, les comeilles. they’re only semi-literate, they only
know kaw)
(el is the in Spanish, in french if s a letter,
El el)
(Auntie or Erica?)

d
ehm
en
oh! (1 didn’t see you there)
pay
cue
air
(breath is important in language, go on, ask the French)
essssss
lay
(there is an absence of a I*, blood indicates the presences o f a thorn)
ooo (that looked like tort)
vay
doobiubvay (it sounds just as silly in French, maybe sillier, the language of
love is built o f blocks of silliness)
ecks
egrect (when it reaches the proper age, the young egrect will spread to wings and
leave the nest)
zed.
(the bane o f Canadian Sesame Street. Maine the French when Kermit
looks confused)
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Avalanches o f Antiquated Analysis Or This Show has been brought to you by the
letter A

A is the first word in the OED
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a night af the opera
a tale of two cities,
a sharp tooth In the fur
a funny thing happened on the way to the forum
a Connecticut yankee In Mug arthur’s court
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flitch is A in a moment of ecstasy

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAni
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a a a a a A.
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A is afraid o f oilier vowels and always brings its friend N along
as a chaperone of coarse
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A is central to the Canadian identity
lit© the toque

the Stanley cup is shaped like an A
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AAi
is the letter o f surprise
(watch out for the lava)
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A is schizophrenic
sometimes if s A and other times it’s a

this depends on excitement, pride
and available medication
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A
is an inherently
political letter
it's centred
both politically
and provincially
ontArio
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R is A’s long lost cousin
it fell in with a bad crowd
now R leans to the left
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A is the letter of things I love

my girlfriend’s name has three a’s
AmAndA
it has four a’s if you 'include her last
name
dAfoe

Amanda rhymes with Canada
which I also love
& also has three as
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AA
mm
An A, Anna
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a house and a one car garage
a second floor bedroom
big window makes the room bright
a studio over the garage
where she can paint or write or read
room to pat a basketball hoop up
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A is the beginning
there is much more to come
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Typewriter Lexicons
Qwerty

adj. Possibly lattn or welsh in origin, 1. sweet and slippery. 2.
describing the feeling of cold splashes on the tonsils or the back o f
the throat a variant of this meaning -in which Qwerty? is taken to
describe the cool, frosty feeling following the application of
aftershave or the taste of Nyquil—is prominent among Cornish
gigolos. 3. an object that is similar to a qwert. 4. the swimmy
dysphoria of drinking dandelion wine and white lightning. 5. queer
and timely, for example: What the hell was with the qwerty frogs
in Magnolia?

Uiop

an exhortation, similar in use to ack or eek. dubious and uncertain
etymology, it is speculated to have origins in either Hindi or
American Sign Language, showing the influence o f dead
characters and umlauts. 1. a-death cough. 2. (adj) the rustle of a
clipped bird’s wings against the bars of a gilded cage.

Asd

verb, past tense of asb. 1. to query at the end of a night o f drinking
in the upscale lounges of the theatre district. Typically used when
the room possesses a dreidelesque quality, but prior to full-fledged
spinning. 2. (adj) a wholesale lack of inhibition. 3. a question
similar in nature to the snakes held to Cleopatra’s breast.

Fgh

a and v. Americas in origin. 1. an impostor, charlatan or fraud. 2.
the quality of a mirror image as seen by candlelight 3. A
representation of a puritanical tear of both nudity and death -This
usage is unique to the military and police vice squads. 4. the
subversion o f language through the use o f red sharpie markers, for
example: Principal Skinner fgfaed with Hack Finn to make it
acceptable for young readers. 5. a postmaster masquerading as a
g.l '

Jki

n. African in origin, but German in usage. 1. A canine with large
pointy ears native to the hot dry winds of the savannah, A pack
hunter, thejkl can fee heard baying at the fell moon while it hunts.
2. a cluster o f spots near the hindquarters on any canine.

Zxcv

n. and adj. 1. unsure and fleeting, 2. mysterious, said to have a
quality similar to, but not identical to, the smile o f the Mona Lisa.
3. A state o f reaction. 4, the space of time following a hilariously
offensive joke prior to response.

Bom

adj. Freneh-Canadian in origin, I . mist or steam front hot chocolate
or breath on a cold winter’s day. 2. the taste of maple spread on
white bread. 3. (a) a stout pea soup named, for a snowman..
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DQ
1.
What size is your hotdog?
Hearty a foot long and thick, ma’am
it can definitely cut the mustard
count on armour for ardour
2.

I have wanted to be asked that question for four years. Four fucking years. I’ve
had the conversation a good twenty million times in between refilling the ketchup
bottle and wiping the same spot on the stainless steel counter for the fiftieth time
in the past hour. One o f these days I’m going to wear a hole straight through to
China, though realistically it would come out somewhere in the South pacific.
Anyways. Four years. My delivery would have been perfect. Just the write hook
in my eyebrow, the half smile that slowly slides on anytime I say anything
remotely witty and subversive, and the voice (oh the voice) that could make the
phone book sound erotic. Logo N 252-8660, Thai T 977-1M L .And o f course
there would be the cash register lean, the swagger o f the cocksure clerk. How I’ve
dreamed about it, especially when 1 worked at the one by the beach with all the
girls walking around in floral print bikinis and jean cut-offs. Acres o f tanned
supple flesh, the very definition of nubile. Oh rapture. Mot die shitty ones of
course, the ones that would come up to the counter in nothing but a bikini and
platform pumps, wearing more make up than Mss. Seriously, what girl wears that
much make up to go to the goddamn beach? No thank you, not my style. But
maybe that girl with the dynamite lipring and several other prominent piercings
poking their way through her tank top like bullets. She’d come towards the end of
my shift and ask The Question and I’d answer. In my head, I close the store early
and spend the rest of the night breaking the health code. That’s how I wanted it.
That, that would’ve been perfect What dreams may come. I was asked, the
question last night white I worked cash It wasn’t quite what I had expected. To
be honest, finding out Santa Claus wasn’t real or that one dude from M ill Vanilli
committed suicide or something was less o f a let down. She was short, she was
Joitda pudgy. She was old. She had a voice like a dentist’s drill. And, oh my god,
she was probably the worst customer I had oa a night where all the crazies, the
ones from Duawiclt included, seemed to want Ice Cream. I almost wish it had
been a dude. What do I have left to live for? Nothing I suppose, except the day I
finally read Fast Food Nation at work while chomping away on a greasy .half
pounder with cheese. But I suppose the irony would be lost on everyone anyway.
3.
write poems
on napkins
on take out bags
on the backs of receipts
but never
on poetry
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4.

DQ
stands for D on't Quit
I still need the money
5.
Do you have lemon flavoured ice cream?
no
do you have chocolate?

no
1*11 have a scoop of butter pecan and one of maple walnut
we don’t have those
can 1 get mine in a waffle cone?
no, T ib scary
f II get a stewtseny blizzard, but make it with yoghurt
we don’t have yoghurt
Fd like my cone dipped in cherry
we don’t have cherry dip
but 1 get it dipped in clieoy at the one back home all the time
it’s only available in the states
f d like a hotdog
foot long or regular?
That’s made with extra ore© right?
no, Pm sorry it isn’t
well, that’s how they made it test time
then they made it wrong
What do you have?
ail of our soft serve is vanilla and soft
is this even a poem?
probably not
6.
Do you. have Concrete flavoured poetry?
no
do you have Harlem. Renaissance?
n©
i l l have a scoop of Beat and one o f French Symbolism
we don’t have those
can I get mine in a folio?
so, Pm sony
f li get a Pastoral Ode, bat make it with yoghurt
we don’t have yoghurt
Pd like my poem dipped in Whitman
we don’t have Whitman, dip
but 1 get it dipped in Whitman at the one back home aii the time
it’s only available in the states
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I’d like something iambic
foot long or regular?
That’s made with extra metaphor right?
no, Fib sorry it isn’t
well, that’s how they made it last time
then they made it wrong
What do you have?
all o f out poetry is vanilla and soft
does this have anything to do with ice cream?
probably not
7.

she enters the office slowly
I’m standing
a piece of the furniture
wedged between the desk
and the safe
she doesn’t .know
why she’s here
or that she’s being
let go
Ym a spectator
one swallow
her lips
they’re smiling
like a dog’s yawn
the water heater starts with a swish swish
a dog’s tail brashkg a cage
two swallows
her eyelids levee
straining like a Dutch boy
holding back mascara spiderlegs
waiting to scurry down her face
three swallows
her body shrinking
becoming microscopic
absorbed and amoebic
slowly pressing her back into the door
four swallows
tier hand doesn’t shake
it drops
a 'battlefield flag it drops
the white not pink paper rustles into Iter thigh
thin shoulders run away front her body like melting wax
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8.
inspirational Poster #312
our customers
are the most important part
o f our business
treat them as such
9.
dq
means
don’t question
authority
customers
corporate
yourself
survival is a science
4«ck & quover
10.
Motivational Poster #433
blissfully ignorant
happy flipping burgers and wearing a hairnet
washing soil serve out of my hair,
amanda just looks at me and wrinkles Iter nose,
smell like french fries and onion rings
or like burnt chocolate and sour milk,
fryer grease keeps my shoes shiny,
won’t even kiss me until after 1 shower.
'throat doesn’t bum with the sewer taste of bile
it 'will.
I have a union card maybe tliafll help.
11.
They’II always say “yes”
to a custom decorated
dairy queen frozen cake.
They'll always say “yes”
to dead flowers and W iy white
or failing flat “Wild Horses”
I swear to god it’s like Spaiiisti fly
to another Smirnoff Ice
after all it is late
they are alone on Valentine’s
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and you’re the best offer they’ve had
tonight at least
(why oh why did they leave Wily or suzy?)
when yon ask them
“Do you have a favourite beatle?”
but, it will never be your favourite
you like John, they like Paul
you like Paul, they love George
be contrary
fall in love with Ring© all over again
to a ride home
everyone wants a ride home
even me, even you
to ice cream cake
no one is quite sure what frozen cake is
it’s ice cream cake
we’re not allowed to call it ice cream though
it’s a fat thing
to lunch
such an inoffensive meal
m one falls in love over lunch
maybe during coffee or brunch
or the smorgasbord at the Buccaneer
but not at lunch
to jewellery
everyone ik es portable geology
to Marvin Gay© and “Let’s Get it On”
at least Amanda does
it’s our song
and it beat out “Let’s Stay Together”
my record collection so gets me laid
to poetry
but only if it’s fun
no one wants depressing poems
or ones about labour issues
and starving children, bellies swollen like the mouths of pelicans
or poems about tennis
people want poems like digestive cookies
my papa and grandma always had digestives
I want digestive cookies like poems
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t© suggestive advertising
especially around valentine's
we’re not fealty a family place
just corporate branding
•fee curl is, after all, a nipple
proud, perky and meticulously formed
on a perfect white breast
when the Donnas ask
"Do you want to hit it?”
at least 1 would
rocker chicles are hot
leather is tasty
and whoever said cock rock had to be phallic
to the upsell
nuts, whipped topping, the combo
it’s only a dollar more
and you get fries and a pop
they always want more
more more more
it fuels the economy
said so on the news
12.
the guy walked in and, 1 swear, it musfrve been the godfather outside, this dude
was that type, y’know, long black leather jacket but not the oversized bomber that
my dad and Ms buddies would wear, no it was the
trenchoverveiyi'taHaiianclcertainlyiiotaialxiX'-tyiie that loe Pesci would wear in
Good Fellas if he displayed even a modicum o f fashion sense between random
shootings and beatings. Or 1 guess the kind that Pacino wears in Donnie Brasco
but less finished and therefore more stylish. Ms hair was black, and kinda greasy
but I guess tliaf s a stereotype and it may not actually have been like that I may
just want it to be that way, but it had white streaks, it wasn’t white by a long shot,
nor was it a gradual whitening in spots, but like little brush, strokes, punctuation
marks, o f white through his hair, he held his hand in front o f his face and picked
Ms teeth, I can’t even tell you how he held his arms, it was bizarre, like Ms anas
were sculpted and oat o f their relative position, his fingers lanced the toothpick
between his teeth like a demolition man with a pry bar. The strangest thing,
besides the gaudy gold ring bigger than my feck® head, was that he actually
chewed each hit o f food lie managed to dislodge from Ills dental work. I’ve never
seen anyone do that before, slip the food would g© and Ms jaw would work once,
■work twice and then he’d swallow. It was a spectacle, a train wreck or a ear crash
on the 401 at rush hour and no matter how gruesome (or rude) you lave to look
because it breaks up your day and at least you’ll be able to talk about it with
whoever your going home to. And 1 know that this guy is weird enough or at least
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feels weird enough. or looks it or whatever that whatever happens lie will fee the
easiest customer of the night Fm right o f coarse, he wants lemon ice cream—like
I said very Italian—but we don't hive it so I offer an alteniative that fee digs.
Sure, I’m positive he pocketed a couple o f coupons he wasn’t supposed to while
my back was turned hut he’s nice and polite. He’d help me change a flat—-I’m
sure o f it—but we’d have to use my jack, since lie won’t open his trunk.
13.
world’s only edible trademark
w o r l d ' s only edi bl e t r a d e m a r k
bide
i y
le
world’s on
trademark
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filthy language
This is a Warning: The alphabet is rated X
bondage is a result of the break down of time
the difference between a lady's man and a Igdymm is "s
all SNowMen are secretly fetishists
it’s a short step from, queer to the queen and no one understood the kmgsmen
the lounge lizard linguist labours long into the Eight to bring U and I together
Tipper Gore loves cimmiingus bet hates the tetter Mi
PMRC stands for Pussy munching rug chompers
the M and the W are inversions o f the same sexual position
Y is a much dirtier letter than X, but the reasons for this are secret
MOUNTaineers are rabid subscribers to Hustler and Penthouse and are often
found redfaced and breathless
you can’t spell shaved without save or have or ed
there is no 1 in team, but there is is Intercourse
misogyny contains a Mis and misandry has an Andy
Capulet is tragically dose to copulate, and RoMEo was a selfish lover
soDOmites tend to be active
Pm too mature to do the Uranus joke, but the anus does contain all of us
Love must be sincere; 1UV causes cancer
One time i ordered a codpiece at Red Lobster, 1 find tartar sauce prevents chafing
I might be flogging a dead horse, but for some a good f is about more than
logging
Navel officers have lard times cutting the apron strings
ink is required for proper kink
PS this poem is dedicated to Polly Styrene o f the X-Ray Spex
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It Haim M l The Time When You Lose 'Your Hat
A Verse Novella

A Methodology: The impetus for this poem was born out o f hours upon hours o f
marking first year exams. I kept noticing that the students .had a flair for
generating some of the most exciting phrases completely accidentally. The
pressure o f the exam turned graphite and ink into linguistic diamonds. 1 will admit
that this was accomplished largely as a result of poor grannaatical coastmctioa
and misspelling, but grammar and spelling are boring and artificial constructions
anyway. After slowly overcoming any ethical constraints atsoat stealing student’s
words, I decided to base the following seven chapters around lines taken front the
student exams. Included here is the first chapter.
Chapter 1 An introduction

Argument,
In which we meet oar hero, his worldview is discussed at some
length, and the scene is set for Ms glorious rise and fall.
a movement
guttefie&ves, maple leaves, sodden with rain and cigarette ash
pushed into aeronautics
discount brand brown oxford as m traffic controller
fly briefly
reaching with heavy brown wings for imagined updrafts pushing on bird bellies
before succumbing to Icaran gravity
desperate corpses clinging weakly to scuffed brown leather
dreams ground oat with the scrampf of corrugated rubber
he pauses
or at least gives a faint impression of a pause
&heart will beat in his chest after the rest of Mm has expired
philosophically and immortally kinetic
pump your thighs fast enough and you can avoid the rain
he hates the rain
it rains all the time when you lose your hat
his coat collar is turned up
practicality leading to shades of Bogie and Bacall
cool as ice, as steel rivets
freezing rain pooling between Ms shirt collar and beige neck
tamed up too late the coat collar is never a shield
never Hadrian’s wall or Lancelot’s visor
a funnel bought for fifty cents at Canadian Tire
he hates the rain
it rains ail the time when you lose your hat
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a magnet for head swivels
he passes past beggars, backpacks, professional baristas
tacks his small body under Ms aims shuttling past hamsters
CLOMP serumpf CLOMP senunpf
rubbernecking legions follow Mm
pinning eyes to a blur of beige
a raincoat that washes out him out
sensing traces of liquid paper and spelling errors
2% m t skim
a limp sensed but never recognised
handicap is a nuance
a post-birthmark never known but always discerned
no thought given to whether it was polio or scoliosis
p e e normally punctuates limps
he hides his under smoke and burnt rubber
pump your thighs fast enough and you can avoid the ran.
pigeons pooling at the corner
light prismatic on their grey-blue-green feathers
they hold their heads like joggers pausing dipping to discuss sneakers in
rubbery coos
wings clipped until the very last second
sidewalk explodes with a rustling of feathers and the scrapping o f rubber on. wet
eonerete
a peacock blue tail feather sticks
holds to Ms jacket cuff like a jewel
rainwater acting as poster glue for an exclamation point
"Hi, pleased to tueet you.
My name?
my 'name is randall meneil
bat friends call me randy
Name5’®McNeil"
he recites it over and over
a beige thumb nibbing a brown button each time
the itttroducticii is Ms rosary, his thumb shining the button, wearing its edge
McNeil is Hie character in a novel by Joyce or Steinbeck
a hard luck case making good
he decided a long time ago, standing in the rain before a blind date
that this was better than randy, better than an. unchecked libido
McNeil wears a hat, a grey fedora or a brown bowler
the best randy could do is a sweaty blue, baseball cap held together with electrical
tope
a strand of brown thread breaks away under Ms thumb
no one calls Mm randy
yesterday’s sports page from the globe
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sucking jjt% from concrete brows with rain
a flash o f b tm m i giory fading
Toronto stays on top"with ugfy'victory
wind blown fifigas teaching for the Mack roof safety found ta the garbage can
banner headlines stretching syllables vainly
&boot to papery fibs
words sheer away and drop from corrugated brown rubber teeth
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gemmior/Tramlatiom
As The M ist Leaves No Scar
Leonard Cohen
As the (noun) leaves no (noun)
On the (adjective) green (noun),
So m y {m m ) leaves no (noun)
Ga you. nor ever will.
When wind (conjunction) (noun) (verb)
What (verb) to keep?
So you and I (verb).,
Then (verb), then fall to (verb).
.As many (unit of time) (verb)
Without a (noun) or (noun),
So will (pronoun) (verb)
When one is (verb) and (adjective).
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Translated with MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing
As the MLA Style Manual leaves no literature
On the primarily green undergraduates,
So my Manual leaves no rules
On I, nor ever will.
When wind and publications possess
What, present to keep?
So you and. I confess,
Then evaluate, then fall to consult.
As many day preparing
Without a manuscript or book,
So will I look
When one is spell and uniform
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Translated with The University o f Windsor Undergraduate Calendar, 1999/2000
As the content leaves no calendar
On the general green student,
So my commitments leaves no calendar
On i t nor ever will.
When wind or University fulfill
What are to keep?
So you and I assist,
Then planning, then fall to change.
As many year are
Without a term or university,,
So will its fulfil!
When one is administer and educational
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Translated with, liner notes from The Bends by Radiohead
As the CWaese rubber plant leaves m polystyrene
On the digitally green organ.
So my abbey leaves no road
Ob you, nor ever will.
When wind but mirrors screaming
What taste to keep?
So you and 1 form,
Theft crush, then fall to chasing.
As many hour jumps
Without a sky or boy,
So will your iron lung
When one is feeling and plastic.
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Translated, using Richter’s Solomon Gurksy Was Here
As tie morning leaves no spell
On the big green bird,
So my town leaves no Magog
On you, nor ever w ill
When wind and snows were
What pulling to keep?
So you and I stood.
Then cracking, then tail to pull.
As many day were
Without eyes or raven,
So will bis blowing
When one is knocking and throbbing.
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Translated using The Princess B'tide: S. Morgemiem Is Classic Tale o f True Love
ami High Adventure, as translated from .Florinese by William Goldman
As the Buttercup leaves no woman
On the scullery green .maid,
So my Annette leaves m Paris
On you, nor ever will.
When wind and Duchess set
What studying to keep?
So yon and I found.
Then set, then fall t© turned.
As many season went
Without a duke or chef,
So will they eat
When one is claimed and medical
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Translated using NakedLmch .by William S. Burroughs, .starting at page 74
As the Queen leaves no Bees
On the old green women,
So my fairies leave no swarm
On you., nor ever will.
When wind but the statuary talks
What twisted to keep?
So yon and I torture,
Then masturbate, then fall to continues.
.As many season meet
Without a summer or orgies,
So will their swell
When one is turn and purple.
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Translated using Songs of'Leonard Cohen, “Suzanne”
As suzanne leaves no place
On the near green river,
So my boats leaves no night
On you, nor ever will.
When wind and tea come
What mean to keep?
So you and 1 tell,
Then have, then fall to love.
As many time watching
Without a tower or men,
So will lie said
When one is free and broken.
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Translated using Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas by Hunter S. Thompson
As the n ic e leaves m I'm&
On the twitching green shark,
So my kitbag leaves no acid
On you, nor ever will
When wind afidiffiies fuck
What shadow to keep?'

So you and 1 cut.
Then strike, then felt to slashing.
As many minutes killed
Without a police convention or drag.
So wilt I sense
When one is sick and monster.
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Cmditmn "s Call Worn Bede !mEcclesiastical Jimmy
Translated from Aiigie-Saxon using sound

New way sittii on hairy p m haying aw n riches weirt
Mea toadies meat on. Ms mode tfiaafc
wore a Waldorf fhder, swan hay wondered Yahweh’s
achy dree tias or one steeled
Hay arrest shoppe your this dare numb
hoofin’ toe rough, hailing SMp end
tha mitten yard monchichis weird,
achy dree tin. after toad
fearein foldin' frayed almighty,
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Autobiograph

don't know how to begin
rewrite the same page three times
a hundred times in my head

avoid I
the 1 is unreliable
so is the eye
mirrors are optical illusions
everything backwards
1 am 23 at this moment
23 years, 4 months, 6 days
two hoars and 48 minutes
if s a lie as soon as I write it
where to start?
try the beginning
we look at each other
lock eyes and really look at each other
hands so so still on the table they twitch
lips quivering
the beginning
tills is the start
we build Mstoiy now, constructing it for the other
and hoping
just hoping
as we look into our eyes and our (I)s
the person across the table
will let the mortar set
1980 in weiiand
brought screaming
mewling and spewing
those are Renee’s words
I want to try them on
see how they (I) fit
into the world
sot bom
No man of woman bom
as if avoiding tits birth canal meant avoiding birth
birth is a rite o f passage
I did it backwards
though vaguely Shakespearean
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more accurately caesarean
meaning my mother would never again
wear a bikini
I was early
couldn’t wait to get out
Hamilton in July, what’s not to love?
too small though
had, to put me in an incubator, like a baby chicken
daddy ran back and forth between hospitals
I was downtown and me mom was up the mountain
didn’t see her for a week after 1 was bom
that’s why I bonded with daddy
that’s why Fib a daddy’s girl
1982
meet the Japanese on top of Jasper
“welcome to Canada”
rubber bear wife red maple leaf belly
what is black and white and red all over?
artefacts s ip from moving tracks evefyday
bouncing and rolling
tacking themselves away in culverts
never to fee seen again
Is that the first thing you remember?
I think so
my mom’s told me that story so many times
do I remember it
or is it a movie
masquerading as memory
after repeated viewings
! was five or four
.Mrs. Statitus came over to our house
she was a friend o f grandma’s
she was interviewing me for see or jk
making sure 1 wasn’t an flk or elf or add
I showed her my mickey mouse night light
is that real?
yes
before that everything is a blur
running down the street
cracked weedy asphalt
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late or wandered off
I wander back to the big white house
fourth on. your right coming into tow'll
next door pat reads me dr. seuss
or was that another photo
with curly hair and a red hat
you worry too much
it’s hard
trying to separate truth
from locks o f hair
glued into baby books
I wonder
is it important?
sorting oat slivers and fragments
of my little pony and communion dresses
1 still watch the Thundercats movies
I still know that the happiest place on earth is in-central fiorida
Walt Disney is still magical
though taking out Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride was a mistake
a past in technicotour
where everything works out right
and women wear fabulous hats
just like the movies
everything depends
Three orders pending
three things
hanging in a pendulum's arc
awaiting structure
a follows b followed by c
3 is greater than 1
Gretzky is greater than Lemieux
(the great one is better than the best)
what a n I trying to prove?
Baccare frontem
Cmgife, m vati noceat mala lingua fuiuro
meaning, sweetie
you worry about .meaning
the sad product o f a humanities based education
happiest people I know are the best at math
we see too many shades o f grey
can’t even read trashy summer books anymore
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Superman and Spider-man taught me to read
b it I didn’t notice spidey’s hyphen until last year
strange, doctor, it’s been, there since the sixties
it’s &Tiling yon notice, isn’t it?
baseball, is so boring
slow
Yankee stadium, is the perfect place for some light reading
you wouldn’t believe it
how' offended the Yankee fans were
it was worse than us cheering for the jays
I mean, it was only Chretien De Troyes
my purse book
that’s not geeky is it?
a casio calculator wristwatch
with, the emotional pull
of a locket
the buttons are too small
useless to fingers like breakfast sausages
fingers tight and puffy
tubes o f bleached Pillsbury dough
pop when you pall the plastic
witch fingers
I have witches fingers
they’re long and crooked
positively tinromantic
fingers curling
pink .marshmallow peeps
hopping cfownjawline bunny trails
azure eyes welling in anticipation
writing aubades to whisper
voice reed thin
mixing with dulcet birdsong
blanket warm shivers
wet frying pan crackle
a tomato lip
there is simply nothing sexier in the universe
than a man speaking anglo-saxou
makes me weak in the knees
- like naked spike on bufify
that’s when you got me
you know that right?
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when we watched spider-man
and you read from Beowulf
it was nothing exciting
just history
and Scyld Seeing
m swords or dragons
or feats o f .motion picture ro.ma.nce
sometimes subtlety
and history are the order of the day
you get a lot mileage out o f them
you don't always need a billboard
that’s why James dean wore a red jacket in Rebel
instead o f Marlon Brando leather
and it’s why Bean still shows up on the bedroom walls o f teenage girls
subtlety
I’m more like Elvis Costello
act lames Dean
wear a broken plastic wristwatch
face shifting -screwed counterclockwise
losing minutes off the end
with each clumsy gesture
discover them long before they discover you
ameridians waving Columbus in
putting out the good china
small, pox is a social disease
as it turns out
How political
what watch are you talking about?
a yellow and black Tasmanian Devil watch
a gift from my U nde
he worked for Seiko
I had to have been 8 or 9
my sister had one with Tweety on it
my favourite watch is Peter Pan
Ms shadow chases hint around the dial instead of a second hand
I want to nut away and be one o f the lost boys
well, the lost chick I guess
I still clap for tinkeibell and I. still mean it
1 never want to be &big people
it’s too scary
nevemeveriand is my garden of edeti
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made sure to see Peter in Kensington despite a bum knee
would’ve been unfaithful if I hadn’t
the rain drops
the rain drops
on cobblestones
trout brown
.slick as melted butter
Sweetie, it wasn’t the cobblestones
it was the bathtub
but I still made it to the top St. Paul’s
(break here)
institutional orange brick
scrapes
hand blacked jungle jim
pokes
m Alberta sky
slate grey
like his (my) Velcro runners
Wildcats from Woolco
shoes twisting drilling
oil bubbling up through sand
a job for Superman
her hair cape red
copper orange
whips in strings o f wind
creeping through links in the swings
film always shows age
colours from the eighties
bleed and turn fuzzy
Nancy Reagan consulted astrologers
reading our auras crisp
time stamping dreams
of rockets touching down
sparklers in our backyard
breath burned from our lips
before we could Wink
and red-headed girls
named Jennifer
her sweater was blue
deeper than the smurfs
like a cartoon ocean
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was it spring or tall?
i, was m tondergaiten
I Itaiia loekef
it was a toot ana a halt tail.
I. though it was huge
and y m m M buy chocolate lafik m mm k
ttte liiiers won the cap that year
sand shitted under tos toet
they were my test in 19M
someday, he says
ail earnestness. and eomie hooks
i -'m gomg to many you
W iti wits her name?
her name is Jennifer 'Kae
W

W*t&

she may oe past tense
i wasn't tense in tie past
that was a high school thing
1 don't see her much anymore
i l l proeabiy marry someone else
age 4
i am such, a liar
he ruined it before it even started i suppose
Prortie fiat is
hack when I was 12 or i i 1 crushed on him
tor &txm a week or a month m two, notfaing serious
bin 1 suppose he was ate fast
sounds grim
not really, certainly nothing tragic
detifiiteiy not one with tfte tragic
just crushed on him a little
wouldn't even call him dreamy
it tif w ell bad in fhe first grade
he was m grade eight and was one ©t the class monitors
myeiied at me
taought because toe was my neighbour that he had license
when i remembered that it was a deal oreaker
not that t e l i ever know1
tins is a iragmeat
so&tdiMag 1 found
scribbled m my notebooks
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lyrics to a song
without a voice
wanting to be political
but you
don’t really care for music
the rest
faces and voices gammoned
banished
controlled by pop- s&ags
I suppose that’s what he was like
one of those songs that sounds great on the radio
driving to go &mppm% with the girlptck
and you buy the cd and listen to it ail the time
I prefer vinyl
all the time for about a month and then never again
passed up for Bruckner or Maria Calias
or Tori Amos
and it just sits there gathering dust
half a chord to hear her face
to smell her in my camp blanket
touching it touches her
velvet is the chicken of touch,
at sixteen
all 1 wasted to do was feel
lost in imagined nostalgia
grit your teeth,
and say it
the best years o f my life
kill me
yesterday I would kill for you
today you live on a mixed tape
tomorrow the floor of my daddy’s pick up truck
you are not a song
you can’t be a song
three act plays all end
it’s all over after the bridge
final' chorus
fade to white (noise)
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saw tier at a concert
two or three years after the fact
fingers still riddled with blisters
large white fellows
marring my left band
Aloe?
came ©nt o f the crowd
wrapped in a blanket
Errol Flynn green
Holy Mother of Sherwood
St. Jean, (another one) of the broken heart
I was eating a hamburger
she bubbled out
tasted grease rising in my throat
voice like a purr
slender fingers, bone white
wrapped around the edge of a blanket
the night stopped
illuminated like the annunciation
but the band played on
didn’t hear her
till she spoke
they were never one with the serious
no heartbreakers or boyfriends
well, one for a month in grade nine bat that doesn’t count
and I did stalk a boy once
followed Mm. across campus one day
but he didn’t notice
there was never really anyone that significant
no one that warrants a name ten years after the fact
or caused me to fill the brandy past peter rabbit’s waistcoat
I can. count the times that I talked to Wedding fling boy
on one hand
swore like a sailor
a different night
graphic subtexts
told her
things I couldn’t take back
in the morning
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did you mean them?
wish I was a liar
you can be so mdodramatic
I was seventeen
when melodrama
is a state o f being
looks linger
voices cany
but memory has a peculiar physically
concrete and ephemeral
green crayon smell
hair on the back o f her head
tight against a muzzle
canine snort and a Sex
muscle shifting under skis
dunes are always moving
in. stillness
pink, was always my favourite
but 1 am father a girly-girl
so many art projects whore I wear crayola pink
I hear Tom Ford is using that colour a lot in Ms spring collection
scape the Mack away
fireworks
red yellow green blossoms
tendrils and fluff
used to dye my skin yellow
with dandelion pulp
Mack wax.
coalminer fingernails
in an hour Til lose a tooth
stuck in an apple
blood welling in. the gap
let it slide down my throat
mixed with juice
I reveal dreams of night
shattered and broken
streetlights seeping through black shades
cannon pops would scare the dog
lie would twitch and shake
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under my small hands
I was such a tiny little thing
it’s amazing really that teeth even fit in my head
I was never very good at art
it wasn’t my tiling, neither was gym
preferred to read
would, spend whole car trips to Florida with my nose in a book
1 get motion sickness
once puked in a mall parking lot
in LloydmtBister
I wasn’t an are we there yet? kid
I’d sit quietly in the backseat trying to ignore the beach boys
from Hamilton to Orlando was, three books
Encyclopaedia Brown, Judy Blume and the Princess Bride
or sometimes I just watched traffic
collecting state license plates
one time I was &Hawaii away from a fall set
where am I going?
destination is a product of'destiny
always arriving
just the right spot
right place right time
Come Teahen elicited, right angles
and math books carried awkwardly
she could be married now
lying in bed
arm draped across the stepping chest of hubby
he went to Western and played football
has an MBA and is a BMP
his skin
the peculiar shade o f cream
native to hospital walls and London Ontario
F a sitting at my desk
naked
gin blossom skin red fresco feet
3:14 am
Me Mom always told me that everything would work out
in the end it always does
There’s no use worrying about anything
if it’s meant to be it’s meant to be
it takes too much energy to worry
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I can save maybe half a dozen lines
maybe right a novel
about a frustrated writer who sits at his desk
awake till all hours
hoping that bed! find it
that it will come
and bring with it a little tit
(Irving Layton was aa ugly man and so am I)
I disagree
well, not about Irving Layton
or at least
I could write a mediocre episode of Friends
maybe one about Marcel the Monkey
or an examination of Colourless New York
no
that’s cliche
I go through friends fast
feest-ftiends especially, I have a revolving door policy
I tend to grow out o f them and not look back
the past is the past after all
Gina Carlini was my first best friend
she was grades 2 through 7
we were inseparable back then
I think I heard that she’s a real estate agent now
I suppose Marianne would be my best friend if I had to pick one
sheer longevity
she’s one o f the only people I still talk to from high school
and the only interesting thing she’s ever done was get married
tell me the truth, I
was I always this serious?
the black clothes
weren’t they a put-on?
flying the rebel flag
while we sat in the comer o f the library
surrounded by misfits, geeks and nerds
two princes ( that’s what I said now)
ruling a different court
primes paupers jacks jokers
our lips fishhooking ironic smirks
{they never got it
the sound o f war drums
rumbling and raging
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waves that licked slowly
erodiiig the pier
the bead slipping slowly into the lake
dancing In the ashes
picking flowers from our graves
life is terminal
death is the only way out
it’s so goddamn funny
when yr only 15)
awww, High School
and the reactions against “The Conformity Factory”
Would you believe that I wasn’t considered that preppie back then?
We were punk
before we had any clue
what the word meant
we didn’t fit in, but didn’t attract attention
flew nicely under the radar
hanging out in our comer o f the library
gave up the kilt when all the Ginas shortened theirs
I was the girl with the Disney tie and slacks
beloved minion of the secretaries
I wore red socks, nerd socks
it was a uniform violation
bravery smells like camel cigarettes and Jack’s Sour Cream and Onion rings
familiar oil stains shaped like saints
or the airbrustied contortionist in Swank
think Chinese girls in the eircus
asses resting on their heads
crowning accomplishments
and well-polished chess pieces
Danielle Lantaipie’s tits were nice and teg
J said the veins, sharpie drawn lightning bolts, were a tom off
they looked fine to me
but so what?
I would*ve fainted front nerves before 1 got -that far
girls are kryptoiite
the yawning black of inhabited shadows
‘sides 1 still can’t unhook a bra
m d Fm flicking 23
J did, J was fearless
the blind toy diving from rooftops in Hell’s kitchen
indestructible till lie got high and shaved your eyebrows
that battered Detroit Lions baseball cap
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held together with sweat and black electrical tape
(remember how that thing would smell in the summer?
pig farms smell so bad you can taste ammonia
ft-was worse than that)
never fooled anyone, I
your head looked like a dick
dickhead
coins have two sides
heads and tails
brains and an ass
Miranda didn’t get it
1 told her she no longer interested me
and she didn’t get the point
it had been two years since high school and I hadn’t spoken to her
1 may be silly, but I think that means I didn’t want to
some people can be so dense
the letter she sent was three pages front and back
all it said was that she had projected her own issues on to me
and that she wanted to get together for coffee
she put her email, phone number, cell number, address
even wrote: I hope you didn ’i throw this out
Why do people write that in letters?
What’s the point?
if F d thrown it out, how would I have seen that?
it was amazing
Miranda had called me dyke, and now she was coming on to me
it doesn’t make sense
I never called her
I’m one with the straight and you don’t interest me regardless
would’ve token too much effort to say
J gave me my first pomo mag
I’m not sure he’s ever been properly thanked
Molly was the first to introduce me to cool music
she made my second fave mix tape ever
made sure I knew who Joy Division was
so I could impress music snobs like you
we didn’t know it at the time
no one really thinks about marriage at 17
it’s as foreign as Gibraltar
does anyone know anyone who’s been to Gibraltar
not I
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lie married his high school sweetheart
in the church where he was baptized
standing on the very spot
we had pot on Sunday school plays
and had secretly cursed when alone in the sanctuary
but that day
looking down from our opera box in the library
we watched him break up with a girl
he had never been dating
blue flannel comers outlining him shook
bad reception and Mirny lines
I laughed
hindenburg lungs soda water tears
I’d only been drunk once before
but I didn't know Hungarian
and Marianne was the only person I really knew, but she was the bride
So I made my own fun
me and one of the other bridesmaids out on the church steps
with the men, drinking Hungarian White Lightning
I accidentally got a 12 year old flower girl drunk
and that boy was charming enough for one night
thank god his brother came back to the hotel room
I heard later that we had shamed the family
I was so proud when I heard that
she works at shoppers
wears a red smock
doesn’t see me come in
slump against the magazine rack
sweat milk drops

I am here for Larry
he wants to meet a girl
country girl with big calves and pigtails
a field hockey player
they’re the in thing right now
like Stiappie or fedoras
I’m moral support
but we’re late
won’t have another chance till we’re 21
still uncomfortable in our stubble
he lias more hair on Ms shoulders
Mack comrews trying to make him ethnic
“French Canadian is ethnic”
he resists with razors and depilatories
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trips to the body waxer
fie still looks like every French Canadian I’ve ever met
a catholic family resemblance
ties that cannot be severed by hair removal products
blest be the tie that binds
Fm delightfully generic
a comfortable vague yellow
a mongrel mix o f something Britannic
and Lithuanian
the only draw back is all the pink food
at Christmas
we needed a reason to be there
making there here
seeking new main streets
new library steps
a different shoppers
ik e how that shoppers used to be Big ¥
there was a reason
I couldn’t have walked in
just to look at her
she wasn’t a piece o f ait
maybe a piece
speculations life that kill young romantics
I live for the vacay
to go and gamble and shop
Fve been to every outlet mall in the lower forty-eight
shopped the discount rack at Hatred’s
two t-shirts for $160, such a bargain
did my Easter duty at Hooter’s in Kissimmee
It’s been six days since Fve seen a mouse
actually, it’s only been since Wednesday
mid afternoon spent emptying the trap I heard spring on Sunday
but I didn’t really see it
just a tail and hindquarters fighter plane grey
it wasn’t really a mouse at that point
more o f an object
lifeless and empty like die piece of wood the wire held it to
cold
tail .shaking with the syncopated tremors
my hand
don’t even reach for the pliers
wha.fi s the point?
cupboard already smells like death and mouse piss
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so 1 don’t save the trap
there’s more
Ps this really poetry?]
Why must you keep asking that?
Sweetie, 1think you’re great
but it’s my job to he your cheerleader
previous to that
I killed three mice
they had taken up permanent residence in my garbage can
I crumpled their ribs with as much noise as a Styrofoam coffee cup
used the butt'end o f a hockey stick, like Gordie woulda done
they didn’t squeal
all I could hear was my breathing and stillness o f four hearts
released three baby mice into the wild
the alley behind my apartment building
later that day a calico came to my window
it sat silently and stared at me as I sat at the kitchen table
the cat wore a look of thanksgiving
their soils are stackedlike cords of wood
waiting
to confront their killer
no competent clergyman will offer me absolution
for less than a shot of mouse blood
fourteen years of Catholic school is all the religion I need
Mom, Daddy and I are C and E catholics
but really just the €
Christmas is the most important day o f the year
value j udgements
judge values
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A te word:
A Statement of Poetics
no legends that could not be lies .
bpNickoi
s« much depends
upon
a red wheel
harrow
William Carios WiUiams

I could desc-rite the process I ass when I write, somehow, though* I am sure the
image o f me sitting in boxer skats* listening to loud anisic* typing by the light o f
my computer monitor until the wee hours o f the morning is a great deal less
roiaantte than it sounds.
The easiest place to start, 1 suppose, is with what I see to be the great truth
and peat contradiction, o f my work: Wordsworth’s definition o f poetry front The
Preface and Charles Olson’s dicta from “Projective Versa?” are equally valid in
my poetics. Olson’s opposition to the “closed” verse, the traditional meditative
lyric practiced in chief—according to Olson—by Wordsworth and M ites, by
definition is antithetical to Wordsworth ta d the defiantkm is The Preface {-Olson
37), Though they seemingly take opftositicatal positions, Olson and Wordsworth
t e l i call for language in a state o f excitement Both argue fm% Mad o f explosive
poefry. If poetry really is the “spontaneous overflow o f powerful feelings”
{Wordsworth 304), then there c m fee Mttte 4& M that what Wordsworth really
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wasted was aa emotional honesty. Introspection, which I find shoots through my
poems to the point of rampant paranoia and Harolet-esqao paralysis, doesn’t d iit
the emotional contest, it amplifies. The moment wheat writing occurs, when the'
emotions ace feeing triusfetred Into text, gay “feelings'" are amplified a thousand
fold. Watching the gif! smote the cigarette, and the sensuality revealed In the -act
fey textsaiity are separate and alien.. Here is where Olson and Wordsworth
dovetail, the content dictates form.
Olson argues die traditional closed forat hamstriap poetry, that fee
“iBaerited Mae, stanza, over-all fom F o f the closed poets places for® before
contest god, therefore, enfetters ike p m t (Olson 37). W ist Ofson. wants, clearly, is
a mom immediate poetry, one that is more embodied. Rafeer than any metre, lines
should tie eofistructed t e e d cmbreath, What is important to .realise shout
projeet-ive verse is that out of necessity it allows for freedom. The content o f a
poem dictates how tiiat poem is formed. For ms, this allows essentially tlie same
subjmt matter to be treated, again and -again, bat differently.
The two greatest lyric poems in Asi6riea.fi letters, at least in so far as I aim
concerned, W^tMa^»s, “This Is Just To Say” and -Ginsberg5®“America”
demonstrate tfte relationship between feeling sad form.. In “Ttea is Just to Say,”
short lines and dtotioa so orcSaaTy feat it would make Wordsworth blush scream
understated sensuality. The poem’s speaker engages in both Ms own seduction
m i the seduction o f tlie feeder. Ginsberg dees something similar in “America.”
it’s not simply a political peeia; it is a t e e song from a spurned lover. A man
revealing Ms shortcomings and complaints. “America” would fee a toothless dog if
Ginsberg could not convey tlie a t e and the longing he feels for Ms America.
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Feeling in this ease calls for a lamenting poem that subtly echoes traditions
thousands o f years old in western letters. 'The poem clearly evokes the style ©f
Whitman -Ginsberg fed a tendency to wear his influences on his sleeve- bid the
tang lines and uncomplicated grammatical construction are clearly in service o f
the content of the poems. The poem swings between the very real and very
mundane, and the crazed and manic. The dissipating graiamar mirrors the decline
of America. Perhaps it is a touch of hubris that makes me invoke these poems
when trying to explain my own aesthetics* but I feel the comparison is at least a
little valid. & the same way that content dictates form, in these poems, I find it
does Ae same in my own. This has led to what I consider a beautifully strange
marriage o f the traditional lyric with the wildly experimental in my poems.
My poems arc as lyrical as they are anti-lyrical, at least that has been, my
intent. The first poems I wrote were bad teenage lyrics about girls, oppression and
death (and I have been unable to escape at least one of those subjects). They were,
written longhand in my notebook and meticulously dated Almost all of them
cantamsd rhyme and metre, for which the Ontario High School English
curriculum was at least partly responsible. From there rhyme and metre were
dropped in favour ofbrevity and the breath line. I 'wrote in the conventional lyric;
short and formal in their lack o f formality. The lyric has become too rigid Free
verse has become as conventional the sonnet There is a formula to writing tlie
contemporary lyric; the poem is out o f necessity short and leads to m epiphaaie
moment in the final stanza. The contemporary lyric is also meditative, but. rarely
interrogates the I in which it is written. It is uniformly left-justified. Even the
subject matter is fairly formalized. This is the attractios o f the anti-lyric. Its goal.
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is to recreate am! reenergize tlie language, to work m opposition of the formality
of the lyric. I a® attracted to expeiimeatal poetics because o f the freedom it
allows. 1 have found that, particularly in And Notes, it allows for open and shifting
subject positions. As much as that poem started with, fixed and inhibited subject
positions, over time they’ve become less moored to an individual identity. “She”
is described several times in contradictory ways, eye and hair colour cMofpng'
over time, and “she” is obviously several different people. However, this
strengthens the poem’s concern with the other, the external force acting on the
relationship between the “I” and “you.” “She” or “he” can be anyone, and ST of
“you” invite the entrance o f the reader. The subjectivity, the lyric’s concern with
the / —particularly in the meditative Romantic works, but also playing off the
conventions of the sonnet cycle among other forms—is present, but this isn’t
necessarily a fixed or exclusive I, It allows for self-revelatory, confessional
writing but is open to alternative reading. My intention is to be honest to the
experience without necessarily transcribing the experience. I scavenge
conversations and write around fee facts to the emotional meat' of the experience.
In this way, the poem can never be just about me and my perceptions of the
world, though everything is coloured by that, no, the poem is about the experience
and the emotion. The details o f the poem may be particular, but it is my hope that
the poem, itself is open to the reader, that they can inhabit whatever subject
position they desire and that the experience is true.
Despite strong lyric elements in my work, there is also a clear
experimental aspect to my aesthetics. I certainly view language as a field of play.
After Saussure and the Post-Structuralists, it should be clear that at the very least
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language is an arbitrary construct Meaning cm fee implied, imploded, evacuated
altd re-ascribed at w ill Language is a system of difference that we cm exploit.
This is tlie fundamental project of poetty since the onset ofModeniism. It is clear
that poets like Stein, Pound, Williams, Nichol, and Bdk have been exploiting the
very construction o f the English language is a way that is oppositional to the lyric
project With poems about the alphabet, and the occasional linguistic witticism,
Fm just as guilty. Fm fascinated by the potentials o f intertext sad trasslation, the
ability of a text to generate a new text. I love how one word, like Michelangelo or
pomegranate, can generate a plethora ©f meanings Hat colour the reading o f the
text. Anti-lyrical poetry is also more open to the sound of fee line, to truly hearing
a poem. This, of course, differs from fee Swmbsanian ear, because in the anti*
lyric sound is almost necessarily detached front meaning, or provides a mash up
of meanings. Listen to “Velvet Teea traces,” and hew the way it sounds can effect
the reading of the line. Consider the dual reading ©fthe word “sidhe” which is a
Gaelic word pronounced “she,” feat means the fairies. Interestingly, the antfelyric
is more concerned with the simple musicality in the language than fee lyric. When
I write a movement in a poena that apes the nltra-fcy naive pop song style of the
post-punk band Beat Happening or when. I appropriate an entire voice and speech
pattern, I am as concerned if not more concerned with the sound as wife the
content.
Poetry was originally a musical form. Growing ©at o f Greek religious
festivals, poems were songs. This is where, I think, fee less than oppositional
nature of the lyric and satfelyric 'becomes ofeviem Both forms are concerned with
sound and convoying a sort o f meaning. In Ms essay “Lyric/'Aiiti-Lyiic,” Douglas
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Barbour defines the anti-lyric as a poem ‘‘written against tlie conventional
concepts o f lyric” (7). These poems “deliberately flout high lyrical conventions
yet have their own, wild or atonal, music” (Barbour 7). The anti-lyric effectively
does the same work as the lyric, but works.against convention. It is the evacuation
of formality out o f the lyric; “the outward forms o f lyric are infinitely capable of
what McCaffery calls distortion an# what [one] might call formal subversion,”
essentially the anti-lyric is the lyric working against itself (Barbour 30).. There’s
an intense musicaiity to anti-lyric that is divorced from metre and resides is the
stanza, whereas the music of the lyric is tied scansion. The anti-lyric even
interrogates the formalized “F persona, breaking the separation between the poet
and the speaker (Barbour 23). Barbour’s most important point is that the antilyric is inherently lyrical. This leads to a tension between the two. So similar and
yet so oppositional, it is in between the lyric/anti-lyrie—-the / as it were—where 1
locate my poetics, bpNichoi, arguably the greatest influence on my work aid the
®ost heralded Canadian Experimental poet,.wrote.ppems that were both wildly
experimental and completely intimate and lyrical. The M arlyrahgy, NichoTs long
poem, sways between sections of straight lyric and sections devoted to
experimentation. My long poems are tfcsiped to function in a similar way. As
Fve already stated, there are sections that are intended to be confessional and
there are sections that are conceived as. experiments. Amtobiogmph, in. addition to
being a long form experiment in narrative and autobiography, is tied up in the
tension between the cotn.pulsiott.to create my life as a text and the compulsion to
play with the language. This leads to writing as follows;
No man of woman born
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as if avoiding the birth canal meant avoiding birth
birth is a rite of passage
I did it backwards
though vaguely Shakespearean
more accurately caesarean
meaning my mother would never again
wear a bikini
(Autobiograph)
The truth behind the passage is that I was bom via a Caesarean section because
otherwise I was to have been a breach birth, but the image and textual
associations lead me away from the blank truth I compare myself to MacDuff and
Julius C esar, which is rather self-aggrandizing, but the language is the lure here.
It provides me with the opportunity to reference Shakespeare and let that textual
resonance speak for itself, and to dissect the language. The truth and language, the
confession and the experiment pull in opposite directions; however, the
opposition opens the potential o f the poem. I find that not only is it possible to
work between these poles, it’s ideal. 1 get the best of both worlds.
My poems are all focused on overflows o f powerful feeling. They may be
divergent currents of powerful feeing, but all o f the poems are as expression of
my feelings. Conceivably, I could get away with denying the existence of any
emotional influence with my more experimental pieces. The translations, Lalftbit,
Typewriter Lexicons all could be explained as simple exf*rimeutS“ ~exereises
designed to explore the potentiality and arbitrary nature o f language—and they
are, but that’s selling them short. I came to the conclusion when studying
bpNichoi that be experiments simply because be can, and, while 1 still fed that
this is the academically correct evaluation of his work and. the evidence available,
the experimental texts displayed a kind o f joy. I am also of the opinion that
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children receive sound poetiy more readily, since they are the least indoctrinated
with the dogma o f language and form. They am closer to a state of innocence. So
Fve 'been able to identify two currents o f feeling throughout ray work. It’s really a
yin and a yang, though that image has been so greatly reduced to a cliche that I
ant resistant to using i t The longer poems, which are arguably the more
introspective and more obviously emotional, are concerned with the- serious
feelings. They’re darker, more pessimistic and, sadly, more adult. The subject
matter may not have clanged a great deal since I was 15, hot the sophistication
has increased. These are the feelings that are obviously poetic. The experimental
material is the exact opposite. It expresses childlike joy. I get excited when I write
these poems because they’re fun. It doesn’t matter if they fail, the fun is in the
attempt I may fee the only one gets the joke when I do a sound translation from
Anglo-Saxon, but the poem conveys a sort o f wink and grin. I would like to think
that there is some kind of resonance in the emotional underpiimiBgs of my
aesthetics with Monty Python and Stanley Kubrick (particularly Dr. Strongehve)
and i hope there is a resonance with the music of the Ramoses and Minutemen. I
hope that there is m emotional honesty and a sense o f humour informing my
poems. This is probably the principle failure, in my opinion, of the lyric as a form.
There is very little humour in Shelley or Byron, and the emotional honesty may
also be subject for debate too, but with someone ik e Nichol or even Williams
there is both an emotional honesty and &wit.
My form of choice, or the form that my content seems to dictate to me, is
the open-ended long poem. My conception o f the long poem has changed. I never
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really intended for either And Notes or Autobiograph to stretch on for as long as
they do, but I also eaa’t foresee m raiding for either of them while I still breathe. I
suppose it 'would be 'laotfel to updogize for m inding so many incomplete poems
in this collection, but it wouldn't be sincere. These are ■poems that are not
necessarily built to end As And Notes approaches the center}’ mark, it has
become clear to me that any ending would seem artificial. The poem most exhaust
itself, or me, before it can allow itself to end. The long poem is not a radical thing
in and o f itself. Homer, Milton and Virgil were all exceptionally longwitided
Spenser never finished the Fm rie Queem. Where the contemporary long poem
differs is that it intentionally avoids ending. Robert Kroetsch says that a long
poem is not a quest for ending, but rather a reveling in the beginning. He goes on.
to say, ‘T he poet, the lover, compelled towards ending (conclusion, death,
orgasm: coming) that must, out of love, be (difference) deferred* (11S). He
equates ending with death, which I find significant, Wfaea the poem, reaches an
ending, when it is neatly concluded, the poem achieves a static form—it is dead.
The potential is lost from the poem. There is nowhere else for it to go. When 1
read my long poems, I am confronted not just by a very loose narrative arc, but by
the development ©£the poetic voice. Image patterns appear, disappear, and
reappear. Things shift. The poem becomes as much about itself as it does about
the characters (and I think that, after this much time spent developing them, they
warrant the title). It occurs to me that this might ail be a longwinded attempt to
say that tlie poems don’t ea.4 don’t conclude because they can’t.
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So here I mm, My work is strongly lyrical and strongly anti-lyrical It is honest and
emotional, bat fictionalized and self^rvm g—though maybe not in. the way most
people use the word. It is contemporary and experimental, bat it tills the same soil
as half the English canon. Fve been asked more times than! can. count why I
write poettyj and the answer I doubt has ever been satisfactory. I write poetry
because that’s what I do. It's what I think Fm good at and I fee! compelled to do
it. Itiis doesn’t really answer the question, though Fm sure lawyers, dentists and

% cooks would have a. similar answer.. Well*, not fry cooks and maybe not all that
many dentists. So why do I write, I want to think that, my reasons are strictly
political. I truly believe that a little beauty can change the world, that it is possible
to formulate a revolution bused on beauty and love.. However, i don’t really think,

that this is. home out. in. the t e c My pcnams. are too personal to he revolutionary,
and distanced enough from myself to not fee insular.. 1 hope, at the, very least
they’re accessible, though. I am the very first to admit that they are drenched in a
very rarified.pwp.|c~.geek. surface aesthetic, I suppose not everyone finds tase-Mgti.
socks and bowling shoes, attractive, but Thope they $t, least get the current flowing
under the. physical articles-. This, is what. I find difficult about writing; these poems
are highly personal despite any previous public denials I may have made, but I
want them, to be accessible,
1 suppose I should say what I feel this work contributes to the field Fm
not sure really, I. do see my work as the natural progression of experimental
poetics, where the traditional lyric is the field, o f exj^,mentation, but the same
could fee said o f any number of more accomplished poets, I think it functions, as.
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an example .of what happens in Hie space between the lyric and the anti-lyric.
These poems are aware of the inherent similarity between the two positions. They
live in that similarity, and use it to their advantage.
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